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ABSTRACT 241Am). The code has a long track record of

providing high quality isotopic data, we are building
The Safeguards Technology Program at the on this base to expand the domain of samples which
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is MGA can analyze as well as expanding the
developing actinide isotopic analysis technologies in operating conditions in which it can be used. We are
response to needs that address issues of flexibility of also providing for software quality assurance in the
analysis, robustness of analysis, ease-of-use, maintenance and operation of the code.
automation and portability. Recent developments
such as the Intelligent Actinide Analysis System Plutonium inventory reduction programs, as well as,
(IAAS)I begin to address these issues. We are routine operations have generated large numbers of
continuing to develop enhancemepts on this and samples that MGA can not adequately analyze.
other instruments that improve ease-of-use, MGA either fails completely or produces results

automation and portability. Requests to analyze which are suspect or have large errors, sometimes
samples with unusual isotopics, contamination, or without informing the operator of a problem. We are
containers have made us aware of the need for more making changes to MGA that will allow it to analyze
flexible and robust analysis. We have modified the some of these samples, perhaps in a degraded
MGA2 program to extend its plutonium isotopic precision mode if that is the best that's possible,
analysis capability to samples with greater 2'UAm keeping the operator informed as to whether the code

content or U isotopics. We are looking at methods has properly functioned. In future versions, we
for dealing with tantalum or lead contamination and intend to add components of artificial intelligence to
contamination with high-energy gamma emitters, allow the code to operate with little or no operator
such as 233U. We are looking at ways to allow the interaction even for unusual samples.

program to use additional information about the
sample to further extend the domain of analyzable The changes that we will be making fall into three

samples. These unusual analyses will come from the general categories: analysis quality assurance (QA)
domain of samples that need to be measured because features, code methodology changes, and enhanced
of complex reconfiguration or environmental clean- operation features. We are currently using the Unix TM

up. environment for development of the new MGA code,
however we also plan to generate an enhanced PC

INTRODUCTION version of the code that will run under MS-DOS TM

and Windows TM when the development efforts are

Gamma-ray spectrometry is a valuable tool in finished.
determining the presence of SNM in a sample. The
technique is nondestructive and compliments other
measurements such as neutron counting.

ANALYSIS QA FEATURES

. MGA is a analysis code that is used to determine ::
relative isotopic abundances of primarily Pu isotopes. One of the first changes we have made to the MGA
The code analyzes gamma and X-ray spectra taken code was to lock the source code into a source code
non-destructively from a sample and through a series control system. This allows us to control the ability
of models and calculations determines the isotopic to make changes to the code as well as track those
abundances without using external calibrations, changes and maintain a history for each source code
Measurements of isotopic abundance can be module. We have additionally included code in each
combined with other non destructive techniques (i.e. module so that a unique signature is present in the

calorimetry) to determine total amount for the compiled module (and hence in the MGA
various Pu isotopes. This combined technique is executable) that indicates the version number, date
routinely used for material control and accountability and other information. We are thus able to track the
(MC&A). origin and internal versions present for every

executable code we produce. This signature will also
The current version of MGA works extremely well allow us to (at a future date) include logic that will

for samples that are homogeneous and do not detect accidental or deliberate modifications to the
contain unusual isotopics (e.g. very large amounts of executable. Signatures can also be generated for
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spectral data, parameter .files and analysis output to features that happen to be located where spectral
provide some measure of authentication, background is determined. Determining background

correctly is vital as the fitting process is used only on
Another change we are making concerns the the net counts determined as gross counts minus the
physical constants that are used by the MGA code background (i.e. background is not in general re-
for both data analysis as well as determination of the determined as part of the fitting process). We have
physical counting conditions. These constants are documented cases where this effect has distorted the
used throughout the code and consist of values for results. To solve this problem, we are modifying
branching ratios, material photon absorption MGA to validate the locally generated background
coefficients, gamma and X-ray energies, etc. We are against a globally generated background. This is
adding attributions to all of these constants and in illustrated in Figure 1.
some cases changing them to match published values
(e.g. we are using the ENDF/VI values published by

the National Nuclear Data Center for all photon 0_,__,a_¢_,__
absorption constants). We believe that this will .... .l__...lk_ I /i I ', I . 1 --

,......... ,..........__i_ _. ....provide a more stable basis for the codes models than le_z::::::_::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... _ .............. _ ....
...... _........... _........... _...._-_...._..... '__ .... -t

" the present ad-hoc method of generating and I__.S=!_S_S___=_./..t_!.S_S_S_!_I=_!__ t

including the constants. ...... !........... ,_........... _...... r........... _---_ ,._._J
...... _........... _........... i...... _........... _......... _....F-_METHODOLOGY

: i i i i
The largest number of changes we are making _ ...... !........... !...........--"i-]-t'-!..... !........... !-] ......t--i .... J
concern the operation of the MGAcode. Our goal is _ i i i I / i A i [

to increase the range of samples that MGA can i i :_::::::k-i ! /::t i isuccessfully analyze without compromising the :000oo:::::::::::::::::::::....... _:::- -::_: .::: .... ::::
precision that MGA currently attains for "normal" :::=-i:..... :-:-_-- _:-- " L:::-::::: ::: i!:-iiiiii, t............. I............ i. ___

samples. We are also adding features to the code , , , ... .......... _........... _........... _.....-.-.... _.... -----_.- ........ '_---4
that will allow it to used as an integral part of ,............. , , , ........ ,..-'. ,'_[....._..........._..........._..........._...........r---_:...._-_---1
advanced analysis instruments by providing [ I I : I I ',.'..__..... t............ t............. t............ t............ t....... .,. L,...L..-

interfaces to and from other programs. '1 ,]' ,'i ,[' ,i' ,'i. ""','_'-'_,.,|
_G _8 100 1_ 104

The current MGA code contains a large number of e_r_
assumptions concerning the counting conditions and
features of the acquired spectra. The code currently
has limited flexibility for either detecting or Figure l. 'Local' versus globalbackground
attempting to correct for deficiencies or interferences determination.
to these assumptions. We are making changes that
will make the code much more robust at recognizing The globally determined background is the upper

' when circumstances have rendered it's assumptions background curve and more appropriately generates=
invalid and in some cases making corrections that the background, especially in the region to the right
will allow the code to proceed. Some of these of 94.66 KeV uranium X-ray line.
circumstances may involve counting equipment
misadjustments which when MGA is used as part of ENHANCED OPERATION FEATURES
an advanced system could be fed back to the
instrument and/or operator so that corrections could Along with the changes we are making to the
be made in real time (e.g. high dead-time, low count- operational characteristics of the MGA code, we are
rate, or inappropriate absorbers). For counting also making changes that will allow us to more
system problems such as gross non-linearity, the easily enhance it's operation. There are samples
code would warn the operator that the counting where due to interferences or extreme heterogeneity,
system was not operating correctly and needed it is just not possible to analyze to the precision that
repairs, is nommlly attained. In these cases, we currently

hand calculate results to a lower precision, we are

One example of a situation that can cause the making modifications that will MGA to perform
present MGA to misbehave concerns spectral these same calculations under operator control. In a
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future version, we plan to include logic that will intecface with a toolbar. We also intend spectral
allow the code to make this determination manipulation functions such as peak detect,
automatically, providing the operator with the best background subtraction, spectral addition and
possible results that are attainable while recognizing subtraction, spectral scaling, graphic overlays,
the limitations of the analysis method for the sample, header edits, and region of interest definition and

navigating.

Another enhancement we are pursuing concerns the
analysis of heterogeneous samples. We are working
on providing the capability of a more flexible model

L3s/_OAaural_si_'1C_(_k_Nroqk_u.for self absorption than the current homogenous
sample model that MGA current has. While this

will have to examined for each class of samples, _

having the ability to "plug in" a sample model will ) 239Pu[increase the capability of analyzing certain lO6 A /,_ .--..
. heterogeneous samples. .^5 ,_ _o., _ • • ,* ' ""

0 _ • o: % e e Q e mmmmsmmc 'ut ] v,. ,k,: ". .  41 0!
4 : . . .. :. ._ , 2,11;gn

Our ultimate product will be a collection of both 0 10. : " : :. '. _
current and new analysis techniques integrated into a u . . : .. . .,,

single package by an intelligent controller. The n 103 .: '%,/,- ,, :: • :'.
controller will use the various modules to s ,/ ^ -:
characterize and then analyze the sample by the best 102 .:' \' f

b ,_ 0

method possible, producing results to the highest 101 ' ,. _ .
precision possible. Coupled with an advanced _' .
analysis instrument, the code will be capable of 10o ,.9'39'49'59'69'79'o9'9 loiloe lO5
interacting with the instrument to produce counting 4 , , , , , ' , , , , , , ,
data which might make analysis easier or possible to St 21 :

a higher precision with little or no operator d 0-/-• -, .. ,, ".-'¢,.. ' .... -,'_•'. '._.':::.:intervention. O • ,:..,.. ,.e ,• . ,, :......
e -2 , • •

For the occasion when an experienced spectroscopist v -4 '
is using the code, we are adding extensive 9'3 9'4 9'5 9'6 9'1 9'0 99 100 10110210_104105
diagnostics and graphics output that could help Energy(keY)
resolve problems with samples that are otherwise
difficult to characterize or analyze. This mode will
also allow the advanced user much more control over Figure 2. Display of 10OKeV Region Fit Envelopes

the internal operation of the code. A possible in WinMGA Application
example would be allowing the spectroscopist to
reduce the degrees of freedom in the analysis by ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION
specifying a lower bound for Cd thickness or -
specifying the detector system efficiency. Another Software to guide the operator in collecting quality
aspect of this mode will be running MGA in a assured (analyzable)data has been developed in the
graphical user interface (GUI)environment PRECHECK function for systems like the IAAS.

This function allows the operator to determine the

SpecView is our basis for providing a GUI for MGA. suitability of data that will be collected during a
SpecView4 under Windows TM and under Unix TM short (~1 minute)count where various aspects of the
/Motif provides basic multi-file, multiwindow spectra data are checked and an appropriate count
viewing and mechanisms for manipulating the time is calculated. We are adapting and extending
display• We would deploy MGA as WinMGA and this capability for use in advanced instrumentation
XMGA, in the respective environments. SpecView is systems. The enhanced PRECHECK could include
also the basis for the interface for new isotopic examination of dead-time, peak-ratios, resolution
instruments and instrument upgrades, and peak shapes• This function can also be called

throughout the data collection process to characterize

SpecView also provides flexible printing functions, the instrument and assure continued proper
file format recognition, and an enhanced user operation and analyzable data. In this mode, it would
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I

be calculating a dynamic figure-of-merit from the (2) MGA: A Gamma-Ray Spectrum Analysis

other PRECHECK parameters as a barometer of Code for Determining Plutonium Isotopic
instrument pefformance. Abundances, Volume 1, Methods and

Algorithms, R. Gunnink, 1990, UCRL-LR-
103220, Vol. 1.

SpecView (3) Unattended Plutonium Analysis; W.M.
Buckley and J.B. Carlson; 33rd

1 Radiochemistry ILWOG, Lawrence

Ist_opic_a_isExecutive Livermore National Laboratory, Spring
1993.

_t'ac_aml.,h_aA__----------- : (4) Gamma-Ray Spectral Analysis Software

]l_,--/"" JL_._r__'_J } Designed for Extreme Ease of Use or

. ,._a c,r_wv a,a J.B. Carlson, and W.A. Romine; Institute

_q_a"_l_ i i_ ] ]_ forNuclearMaterialManagementAnnual
]_c,,_r_,,,_ Meeting, Scottsdale, Summer 1993, UCRL-JC- 1112770, 34th Annual Meeting

I II,CA_,_a _ 1 _ Proceedings, 691 (22).

[i j DAr_ASE j
In_tl_ s_em _ector(s)

Unix TM is a trademark of Unix Systems Laboratories,
Figure 3. Advanced Instrumentation Architecture Inc. MS-DOS TM and Windows TM are trademarks of

Microsoft, Inc.

The architecture for an advanced instrument de-

couples control of the analysis from the analysis This work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
methodology so that multiple spectral analysis Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
and/or interpretation methodologies could be National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48
available to provide flexible or iterative analyses for and supported, in part, by the U.S. Department of
a wide variety of samples. Energy Office of Safeguards and Security

This architecture will be applicable for developing
instrumentation for fixed, portable or unattended

• applications.
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